At Junior Certificate level the student can:

Listen and understand spoken Irish in a variety of common social situations

Learning Targets - This has been demonstrated by your ability to:

1. Correctly follow tape instructions
2. Identify the three major dialects and locate on a Gaeltacht map where dialects originate
3. Recognise key question words
4. Listen carefully to the speaker and/or conversation and isolate relevant information
5. Identify topic/subject/situation of conversation
6. Focus on pictures for key information
7. Recall specific tenses and specific phrases i.e. inné / amárach etc.
8. Recall directional terms and locate on diagram
9. Isolate specific weather terms on tape and record appropriate answer
10. Listen to tape carefully and choose relevant occupation mentioned
11. Listen for names of pastimes, sports, and hobbies
12. Listen for terms to describe news items i.e. fires, floods, accidents
13. Identify names of towns and cities in Ireland in Irish